
InternetAnywhere™ 4G Connectivity 

Features at a Glance 

 Failover connectivity - 3G/4G as a 
failover connection 

 Construction - Solutions for jobsite 
trailers 

 Farming - Vehicle or remote building 
hotspot 

 Police/Fire/911 - Disaster site 
command center 

 Medical - Fire & rescue mobile internet 

 Education - Mobile hotspot for school 
buses 

 RV/Travel - Connect wherever you are 

 Rural Internet Users - We can cure your 
slow or unreliable connection 

 Trucking - Turn your fleet into mobile 
Internet hotspots 

“We put the service in our construction 
trailer and the entire trailer becomes a 
WiFi Hotspot for everyone. Our guys 
love it. It’s an innovative way of solving 
the problem of having more 
consumers of web access than 
sources of web access. Now, 
everyone logs onto the WiFi Hotspot 
whenever they want to get their reports 
filed.”  

-Brice Sloan, CEO and Owner 

Sloan Security  
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Old Problem, New Innovation 

Thinix InternetAnywhere™ is a managed, business-class, 

3G/4G cellular Internet connection designed for rural/

remote, mobile and redundant connectivity applications. 

The service delivers an Internet connection with high 

reliability via a commercial grade cellular modem. It can 

be used in a variety of environments without skipping a 

beat. 

With our device support, the power of the Internet is 

available in rural and mobile locations where traditional 

Internet connections are not an option.  

Dependable connectivity is more 

important than ever.  

Thinix Internet Anywhere™ is a managed service designed 
for customers that want hassle-free management of an 
Internet connection. InternetAnywhere™ supports both 
traditional users and mobile/remote users with a variety of 
cellular options. 

An InternetAnywhere™ device has no restrictions on 
placement. The device receives a signal via high-power 
antennas from the cellular network which provide Internet 
access to traditional WiFi technology using a hotspot. The 
InternetAnywhere™ device is specialized for higher 
performance rate and connection strength for consumer-
grade devices. 
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Farming operations 

Use Thinix InternetAnywhere™ to provide data 

connectivity to the Internet for remote swine 

production buildings. These buildings have a myriad 

of sensors and systems that report to a central web-

based system for the site management and to 

ensure optimum efficiency and production. Many of 

the buildings are located where traditional Internet 

connections are weak or not available. With 

InternetAnywhere™ these remote operation enjoy 

business-class broadband connection speed and 

reliability that exceed traditional land/wire based 

networks at a reasonable cost.  

School bus 

It’s one of the great tensions in the education world: 

the need for consistent time in the classroom vs. the 

rich experiences that only occur when learning goes 

on the road—science field trips, hands-on vocational 

learning, sports competitions, band performances, 

ect. Some of the students’ most memorable, 

powerful lessons come from school activities that 

can’t happen at school. But whenever student travel 

during classes, they are losing invaluable instruction 

time to the black hole of bus travel. Thinix 

InternetAnywhere™  delivers the solutions to 

recapture lost instructional time.  

Construction site 

Even though they are frequently far from any kind 

of DSL or broadband cable line, construction 

company employees need fast Internet access in 

order to use their web-based, online project 

management solution. Thinix InternetAnywhere™ 

helps them streamline operations and maximize 

the efficiency of their projects. 

InternetAnywhere™ is an easy, affordable way for 

construction crews and others working at remote 

sites to share a single broadband cellular 

connection via its WiFi Hotspot. 

Emergency Fire & Rescue Unit 

Even though they are frequently far from any kind 

of DSL or broadband cable line, construction 

company employees need fast Internet access in 

order to use their web-based, online project 

management solution. Thinix InternetAnywhere™ 

helps them streamline operations and maximize 

the efficiency of their projects. 

InternetAnywhere™ is an easy, affordable way for 

construction crews and others working at remote 

sites to share a single broadband cellular 

connection via its WiFi Hotspot. 

Reach out for a quote today!  
Thinix offers a full line of managed public-use 

technologies that include kiosks, WiFi, business 

centers, digital signage and guest PCs. Thinix 

products are supported by Thinix’s US-based 

support and development teams.  


